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Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to present first results towards
an appropriate approach for formally specifying in a uni-
form and simple way all aspects characterizing distributed
active object-oriented databases (AOODB). Referred to as
CO-NETS, the approach is based on a complete and a for-
mal integration of OO concepts and constructions into a an
appropriate variety of algebraic Petri nets. The CO-NETS

semantics is expressed in rewriting logic with a full exhibi-
tion of a true intra- as well as inter-object concurrency. The
suitability of the approach for modeling AOODB may be
highlighted as follows. First, it straightforwardly captures
different forms of inheritance, object composition and
aggregation leading to (a hierarchy of) complex classes we
named components. Second, for constructing more complex
OODB as interacting components via explicit interfaces,
we propose an inter-component interaction pattern. Third,
for querying and viewing the resulting CO-NETS database,
first ideas towards an appropriate query-pattern are for-
warded. Fourth, for composing business rules, we propose
an appropriate event algebras which may be regarded
as suitable extension of the commonly used ECA rules.
Last but least, time constraints are captured by associat-
ing time-stamps with time-dependent events and transitions.
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1 Introduction

For fulfilling non-standard requirements in advanced
applications—e.g. air-traffic control, computer-integrated
manufacturing (CIM), network management, work-
flow management— (distributed) active object-oriented
databases (AOODB) as a combination of properties of
active as well as object oriented databases is widely ac-
cepted framework [4]. Indeed, while the object orientation
offers the required structuring mechanisms (i.e. object,
class, inheritance, interaction, etc) for coping with the
structural and behavioural complexity in such applications,
the activeness is dictated by crucial requirements of timely
responses to unforeseen but critical (time-dependent)
situations. The great efforts undertaken in this areas have
forwarded a very promising AOODB systems, including:
REACH [16], FRAMBOISE [6], and TriGS [9].

However, in spite of this number of developed systems,
theoretical underpinning of active object oriented databases
is more less than satisfactory. Indeed, most of proposals for
the crucial specification / validation phase deal only with
some AOODB features while ignoring, disadvantaging or
integrating but only in ad-hoc manner others features. Ex-
amples of these partial formal frameworks include: Col-
ored Petri nets [7] for composing events and specifying as-
sociated business event-condition-action (i.e. ECA) based
rules; situation / activation diagrams [12] for dealing with
event detection within the object oriented setting, and ob-
ject / behavior diagrams [11] for capturing (passive) object
concepts. Among the shortcomings of this unsatisfactory
state of affairs there are mainly: (1) misunderstanding of re-
lated concepts—like which events have to be considered as
passive resp. as active [4]; (2) different interpretations for
the same concepts in different systems, (3) and especially
the development of applications without clean, precise and
verified specification leading often to incorrect implemen-
tation, difficulty of reuse, etc.



With the aim to contribute to this important and diffi-
cult problem, we present in this paper a multi-paradigm
approach that adequately allows coping with most aspects
in specifying distributed AOODB. More precisely, for the
modeling and validation of distributed active object oriented
databases, we propose to soundly combine ideas from high-
level (algebraic) Petri nets, object-oriented paradigm and
timed rewriting logic. The resulting approach is referred to
as CO-NETS approach—an acronym for Concurrent Object
Nets. First results of this approach have appeared in [1]

Algebraic Petri nets are chosen, first, due to their
well known concurrent behaviour; where different forms
of concurrency (step, interleaving, true) may be associ-
ated. henceforth by judiciously applying them in specify-
ing databases, distributed aspects may be overcome. More-
over, as just mentioned, Petri nets have been already shown
very adequate for dealing with events in active databases.
Furthermore, their graphical aspects allowing visual execu-
tion of objects permit to represent and reason explicitly—in
fact most of existing semantics frameworks deal only with
the descriptive aspects (i.e. the schema)— about a given
database. Last but not least their data abstraction allows for
(user-) defining different forms of complex data and reason-
ing about.

The integration of the object oriented paradigm into
such algebraic Petri nets is intended to overcome deficien-
cies of each other. In fact, while the object-orientation
paradigm needs for true concurrency, algebraic Petri nets
lack of powerful structuring mechanisms—as required in
object oriented databases, like: classification, specializa-
tion/aggregation, object composition, etc.

Finally, we have adopted rewriting logic [13] as a se-
mantical framework for our integration for the following
reasons. First, rewriting logic is a true concurrency and
operational semantics; which allows rapid-prototyping us-
ing rewriting techniques and MAUDE [5] in particular.
Second, for handling real-time constraints timed rewrit-
ing logic [10] has been proposed as a natural extension of
this logic; henceforth time-stamps can be soundly associ-
ated with transitions and events in our proposed integration.
Third, for composing events a powerful yet simple language
of events (or messages) was introduced in [15], and that
we propose to adapt to our proposal for composing active
events.

In some detail, the CO-NETS approach is based on three
logically founded layers that have also to be perceived as
three manageable and incremental methodological tasks in
specifying AOODB.

The data layer: It is used for describing data types that
have to be stored in the database (as attributes values,
events parameters, etc), and that can be of a simple
form like : the integer, boolean, string, etc, or of a
complex form like: list, array, tuple, etc, or even as

proper user definable application-specific types. For
this layer, an ordered sorted algebraic (SOA) interpre-
tation using OBJ [8] notations is adopted. Some ad-
vantages of SOA include, in addition to abstraction and
different ’in-the-large’ construction mechanisms (like:
parameterization, importation, etc), the operational se-
mantics based on rewriting techniques.

The object layer: For this layer which is the heart of any
data model management, we propose a complete inte-
gration of object oriented concepts and algebraic Petri
nets as surveyed in [14]. As main features of this inte-
gration, we cite particularly:

1. The modeling of a class as a module with a hid-
den part and an observed part with both including
structural as well as behavioural aspects. While
internal part allows for evolving each class, ob-
served part is used as interface for interacting
with the environment and other classes. In each
class, object states are modeled as terms with
identity and gathered into an appropriate ’object’
place, while with each method-invocation (i.e.
message type) a corresponding ’message’ place
is associated. Transitions reflect the body of such
methods (i.e. effect of messages on object state to
which they are sent); where an appropriate ’split-
ting /recombination’ of object states allows for
a full exhibition of intra- as well as inter-object
concurrency.

2. The approach provides an incremental construc-
tion of components, as a hierarchy of classes,
through simple and multiple inheritance (with
redefinition, associated polymorphism and dy-
namic binding), object composition and aggre-
gation. Such components behave with respect to
an appropriate intra-component evolution pattern
that supports intra- as well as inter-object concur-
rency. Moreover, due to the possibility of split-
ting / recombining object states out of necessity.

3. For interacting different components and thereby
constructing more complex systems as cooper-
ative components, an adequate inter-component
interaction pattern is proposed; it enhances con-
currency and preserves the encapsulated (i.e. hid-
den) features of each component.

4. By interpreting the CO-NETS behaviour in
rewriting logic, rapid-prototyping may be gener-
ated using rewrite techniques and current imple-
mentation of MAUDE particularly.

Transaction layer: It proposes to enrich in straightforward
manner the object layer by the following ’active’ as-
pects. First, after a precise characterization of the no-



tion of active versus passive event, we propose an ad-
equate adaptation of the event algebras proposed in
[15]. This allows us to deal with most known operators
for composing events in active databases. Second, we
show how temporal constraints are straightforwardly
supported by associating time-stamps with active time-
dependent events and transitions. Third, we present
first ideas for directly querying and viewing CO-NET

databases using an appropriate adaptation, to the pro-
posed framework of, a simplified SQL-like algebras.

The remaining sections of this paper are as follows. In
the second section a short overview of CO-NETS object
level is given. The third section introduces the main as-
pects of the transaction level. We close this paper by some
remarks and hints to our future work.

2 The CO-NETS Object Layer

First we give how object states and messages are syn-
tactically described leading to the notion of a (simplified)
database schema. Then, for capturing the notion of database
as a community of object instances we define the basis of
the CO-NETS model. However, due to space limitation we
kindly advice the reader to consult [3] about conceptualiza-
tion of different forms of inheritance and interaction among
complex databases.

2.1 Object Structure

Roughly speaking an object state is viewed as a term
(with respect to the signature below) of the form ����� ���	��
�� ����
����������������	����� � ������������� �!
"� � ����#
 ��������������� �%$&� � ���'#$)( ;
where � is an observed object identity taking its value
from an appropriate abstract data type sorted by *+�-, ;
���	� 
 �������������	� � are the local attributes identifiers having re-
spectively here as current values � ��� 
 ��������� � ��� � . The ob-
served (by external components) attributes if any are iden-
tified by �����.� 
 �.�������������.� $ . Also, we assume that all attribute
identifiers range over a sort denoted /0�-1 and their value
range over 23���54�6 as a generic sort. Moreover, to allow ob-
ject valued attributes we assume that *+��,87923����4�6 (i.e.
*+�-, is a subsort of 23���54�6 ). The events or messages are
just operator symbols having at least one argument ranging
its sort over *+��, ; which means that a message (contrary
to a usual operator) should be destinated to (or sent by) at
least one object. Moreover, in our approach we make a clear
distinction between local or internal messages used exclu-
sively for evolving the database state in the time and exter-
nal messages (as imported or exported) allowing on the one
hand to relate different database components and, on the
other hand, to formulate transactions. Thus, hereafter first
we give how such object state notion is formally defined
using OBJ notations.

obj Object-State is
sort AId .
subsort OId : Value .
subsort Attr : Attrs .
subsort Id-Attrib. : Object .
subsort local-att. obs-att. : Id-Attrib. .
protecting Value OId AId .
op ; : AId Value < Attribute .
op = : Attr Attrs < Attrs .
op > ? @ : OId Attrs < Id-Attrs .
op A : Id-Attrs Id-Attrs < Id-Attrs.
vars Atr: Attr ; Atrs B , Atrs C : Attrs ; I:OId .
eq1 >EDF? G.H�I J BK@�AL>�DF? G�H�I JKC�@NMO>EDF? G.H�I J B)=�G.H�I J�C)@ .
eq2 >EDF? P�QER�@NMLD

endo.

Comment: In this signature the sort Id-attributes with the
(assoc. comm.) operator S allows for precisely capturing
the notion of parts or components of an object state. The no-
tation ���T�	��U is just a simplification of some pairs of attribute
identifiers-values i.e. it corresponds to ���	�%U�
V� � ����U�
������	��U�W3�� ����U�W!�������������	��UEXY� � ����UEX . The main axiom eq1 say that an
object state (resp. an already split state) can be split (resp.
recombined) at any time (and when it is necessary as we
will be later) into different parts (resp. using its different
parts).

Example 2.1 Throughout the rest of this paper we use
a fragment of an invoicing system taken from commer-
cial applications. In this databases application, we as-
sume having customers and suppliers both characterized
by their customer- and supplier-number (shortly, Z\[ and
Z]� ), name ( Z ), birth-day ( ^3, ), address ( /_, ). On the other
hand, products are characterized by their product-number
( Z` ), price-unit ( a+4 ) and available quantity ( bc� ). Each
product can be ordered (by a customer) or supplied (by a
supplier) by specifying the product-number and the ordered
(resp. supplied) quantity. Henceforth, products with the
two associated operations (methods) form a class that we
denote by acd+1 . By ignoring the suppliers and customers
classes at this level, the messages supply ( �K` ) and order or
command ( [ e ) will be regarded as local messages and by
consequence will be also all attributes. Moreover, we intro-
duce another method that allows to increasily changing the
unit-price denoted as ( [.fhg ). This class may be described as
follows:

obj Product is .
protecting Nat Real String Object-state.
subsort Sp Cm Chg : Local Messages.
subsort Prd : Local attributes.
subsort Id.Prd : string : OId .
(* Local attributes *)

op > ? ikj0; ='lnm+; =ponG_; @ :
Id.Prd Nat Real Real < Prd.

(* Local messages *)
op sp : Id.Prd Real < Sp .
op cm : Id.Prd Real < Cm .
op chg : Id.Prd Real < Chg .

vars I:Id.Prd; N:Nat ; U,Q,Qs,Qr : Real .
endo .



2.2 CO-NET Object templates and classes

After having described precisely the form of object states
and different kinds of events that have to be included in
a given schema of an active OO databases, we present
hereafter on the one hand how appropriate behaviour can
be associated with such schemas as a basic CO-NET, and
on the other hand how databases are captured by the notion
of marked CO-NETS. However, we note that with the aim
to avoid ’tedious’ formal definitions, we restrict ourselves
here to the intuitive (semi-formal) definition (more formal
definitions can be found in [3]).

2.2.1 CO-NETS Syntax

Given a template signature as defined above, a CO-Net is
defined as follows:
� The places of the CO-NETS are precisely defined by as-

sociating one to one for each message form a place that
we called message place. Then, each place contain mes-
sage instances to be sent (by firing corresponding tran-
sition) to associated object(s). Moreover, besides these
message places, we associate with the object sort a place
that should contain current object states of this class. Fi-
nally, we note that in the net observed messages will be
depicted with bold circles.� Local methods (i.e. methods involving only objects and
messages included in one class) are conceptualized as
transitions. Such transitions make in relation only con-
cerned part of object states with some message instances
that are sent to such parts of object states. The effects
of such methods allow in general to modify some at-
tributes of such objects, and/or consuming such message
instances, and/or producing some new messages.� The input arcs associated with such transitions should
be labeled only by the enabling tokens (which are here
either multisets of message terms or multiset of Id-
Attributes terms); the same is for the output tokens.� Conditions may be associated with transitions. Such con-
ditions are of to two sorts: safety conditions and precon-
ditions. Preconditions involve attributes and message pa-
rameter variables and are interpreted as conditions of ap-
plying (i.e. firing) the transitions. In contrast, the safety
conditions may involve all relevant (components of the)
object states that are involved in a given integrity con-
straint.� This definition capture the notion of OODB schema. The
database itself as a community of object and message in-
stances is defined as a marked CO-NET. It consists to as-
sociate via a marking function with each place instances
of associated messages or objects.

2.2.2 CO-NETS Semantics

The (behavioural) semantics allows in particular to formally
capture the definition of permissible initial database state,
and on the other sides it determines how such database
state evolves over time (and in a true concurrent way) only
into consistent states. In the OO databases, in addition to
the (static) integrity constraints that have to be ensured at
the creation of new databases, there is essentially also the
uniqueness of object identity to ensured. Moreover, we have
to propose a state evolution with exhibition of a maximal of
concurrency. For the state evolution, for instance, we pro-
pose a general pattern that has to be respected in order to en-
sure the encapsulation property as well as the preservation
of object identity uniqueness. Following such guidelines
and in order to exhibit a maximal concurrency, this evolu-
tion schema is depicted in Figure 1, and it can be intuitively
explained as follows: The contact of the just relevant parts
of some object states of a given

� � , —namely �'�%
�� ���T�	�F�%
 (
;..; ��� X � ���T�	�F� X ( — with some messages e � U�
 �������Ke � U�� —
declared as local or imported in this class— and under
some conditions on the invoked attributes and message pa-
rameters results in the following effects: (1) The mes-
sages e � UE
 �.������e � U�� ��e ��� 
 �.������e � U�� vanish; (2) there is state
changes of some (parts of ) object states participating in the
communication, namely ��$ 
%����������$
	 . Such change is sym-
bolized by ���T�	�F�%#$ 
 �����������T�	�F��#$
	 instead of ���T�	�F�%$K
!�����������T�	�F�%$
	 ;
(3) there may be deletion of some objects by sending them
explicit delete message; (4) new messages may be sent to
objects in

� � , namely e � # � 
 �������Ke � # �� .

Conditions on attributes values
      and messages parameters

. .

. .

  

t

obj

. . . . . 

PSfrag replacements
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0�*�1 � 0�*�1 �

Figure 1. Intra-component evolution pattern
in CO-NETS

2.2.3 Rewriting rules governing the CO-Nets be-
haviour

In the same spirit of the ECATNets behaviour, each CO-Net
transition is captured by an appropriate rewriting rule inter-
preted into rewrite logic. Following the intra-component
evolution pattern in Figure 1, the general form of rewrite
rules that we associate with it takes the following form:2 �4365 ��U � �Ke ��U �)798 ��� 8 3:5 ��U . ��e ��U . 7;8 365 � � � ��e � � �<7=8
��� 8 365 � ��> ��e � ��> 798 3:?F��@����'��
�� ���T�	�F�!
 ( SY���!S ���.X � ���T�	�F��X ( 7



�

3:5 � � � ��e ��# � � 798 ����� 8 3:5 ��# � � ��e ��# � � 7 8
3:5 ��� � ��e ��#� � 748 ��� 8 365 ��#��> ��e ��#��> 7-8 3:?F� @F�%��� $ � � ���T�	�!��#$ � ( S

���!S ���.$
	.� ���T�	�F��#$�	 ( S �'� U � � ���T�	�!��#U � ( SY���!S ��� U � � ���T�	�F��#U � ( 7��� � ?�� , � � � ?�� � and 5 3�/0,��	� 7�
� and 5 3�1����� 7�
��
(**)

Comment: The operator 8 is defined as a multiset union
and allows for relating different place identifiers with their
current marking. Moreover, we assume that 8 is distribu-
tive over S i.e. 3 ` �Ke � 
 S e � W 7�
 3 ` �Ke � 
 7-8 3 ` �Ke � W 7 with
eL� 
 , e �TW multiset of terms over S and ` a place identi-
fier. The condition 5 3'/_,��	� 7�
�� and 5 3�1 ����� 7�
�� , in
this rule, means that the creation and the deletion of objects
have to be performed at first; In other words, before per-
forming the above rewrite rule the markings in the /0,���� as
well of the 1���	� places have to be empty. This allows par-
ticularly to avoid inconsistency like the manipulation of an
object that is already logically deleted (i.e. a corresponding
delete message was sent to it) but it is not really or ’phys-
ically’ deleted (i.e. the firing of the corresponding transi-
tion in yet performed). Finally, please note that that the
selection of just the invoked parts of object states, in this
evolution pattern, is quite possible because of the splitting
/recombination axiom—that has to be performed before and
in accordance with each invoked state evolution.

Example 2.2 Following the above syntactical and seman-
tical CO-NETS features, it is not difficult to describe the
corresponding OO database associated with the products.
As depicted in Figure 2, in addition to the object place
that should contain all product instances, three respective
places are associated with the messages. The correspond-
ing transitions reflect the intuitive meaning of each mes-
sage. The associated rewrite rules associated with the tran-

<P1|Np:n1,Pu:u1,Qa:q1>

Sp(P,Qs) <P|Qa:Q>

<P|Qa:Q+Qs>

<P|Qa:Q> Cm(P,Qr)

.  .   .   .

Sp(Pi,Qsi)

.  .  .

Cm(Pj,Qrj)
.  .   .

<P|Pu:Un>

Chg(P,Un)

Chg(Pk,Unk)

.  .    . <P|Qa:Q - Qr>

True

SP CM

Q > Qr

Un >=U

The Product Class

 SPL  COM

else <P|Pu:U>

PRD

 CHG

<P|Pu:U>

CH

Figure 2. The Product class modeled as a CO-
Net

sitions COM, SPL and CHG take respectively the form.

COM: 3 � 5 � � e 3'a ��b+� 7�7 8 3�a+�!,N����a� bc� ��b ( 7� 3'a+�%,N���'a� b ���b�� b+� ( 7 if b�� bc� .

SPL: 3�� a ����`;3'a ��b � 7�7;8 3�a+�!, �%��a� bc� ��b ( 7� 3'a+�%,N���'a� b ���b � b � ( 7 .
CHG: 3 �"! � � f g 3'a ��#c� 7�7;8 3�a+�!, �%��a� a+4\�$# ( 7� if #c�&% # then 3'a+�%,N���'a� a+4 �'#c� ( 7 else

3�a+�!,N���'a� a+4 �(# ( 7 1.

3 The CO-NETS Transaction Level

In what follows, first, we give a more characterization of
active events and how to compose them through a very rich
algebras that is soundly interpreted in rewriting logic. Sec-
ond, we report on the natural and founded possibility of
specifying temporal events and associated time-dependent
behaviour (i.e. transitions). Third, a simplified algebras is
presented for querying the modeled database.

3.1 Active Events and their Algebras

3.1.1 Active events Characterization

As commonly accepted in active OO databases community,
in contrast to passive events which have to be explicitely
created, received, sent, or performed by the database user,
active events are defined as those appearing autonomously
and systematically in the database due a particular configu-
ration of its internal state, and which should be performed
immediately. A particular configuration may be reached
when some conditions are fulfilled like specific attribute
values of objects, specific derived values from the whole
(database) state, or time-dependent operations that have to
be performed regularly, ect. Moreover, while a response,
modeled as a transition firing in our case, to a passive event
is typically synchronous, most of active event responses are
asynchronous. For adequately capturing their behaviour,
the use of event-condition-action rules (shortly, ECA) is the
widely adopted pattern.

For dealing with these characterizations of active events
in our proposal, we propose to associate with each active
event or several events cooperating for achieving a same be-
haviour instead of one transition like passive events rather
two transitions that we named active-condition transition
and active-response transition. The first kind of transitions
allows for an autonomous apparition of active events (in
the corresponding place) when specific conditions are ful-
filled by the database state. Therefore, input places in such
transitions are just the object (state) place and the corre-
sponding event(s) places. The general pattern of such tran-
sitions can be regarded as a particular case of the intra-

1We state that the change-price request is ignored when the condition
doesn’t hold.



component pattern and is depicted in Figure 3. In this pat-
tern, input arcs associated with (active) event places, are
annotated by � which means that the corresponding places
have to be empty before any apparition of a new active
event. In other words, this have to reflect the fact that such
events must always be performed (using the corresponding
active-response transitions) immediately after their appari-
tion. Active-response transition, on the other side, should
capture the corresponding effect of these (active) events and
hence have to respect the general intra-component evolu-
tion pattern depicted in Figure 1. However, as result of
including active events (besides passive ones), which as
we just mentioned should be performed always at first, the
condition 5 3�/0, 7
 � � 5 3�1��3� 7 
 � in the rewrite
rule (**) for the intra-component evolution have to be en-
larged for transitions involving passive events to: 5 3'/_, 7�

� � 5 3�1�� � 7�
 � � 5 3:5 6!� 
 7�
�� � ��� � 5 3:5 6!� X 7�
 � ;
where 5 6!� 
 ,.., 5 6!� X are the places associated with events
that have to be considered as active. In other words, passive
messages are performed only and only if all active messages
(and deletion and creation messages) have already been per-
formed.

Conditions on object states ..   jq

  

  j1

  jq

T   j1
Ms

ms

ms

     

Ms
<I | atr  :A   , .... >

. . . . . 

obj
 i1 i1 i

PSfrag replacements
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Figure 3. active-condition Transitions

Example 3.1 Assume that when the product quantity falls
under a certain limit, denoted Lmt, there is a systematic
sending of an (active) event allowing for resolving this (crit-
ical) situation. Such autonomous response to this condition
is described by the transition " 5 2

in the Figure 4. Also,
we assume that the proposed solution in this case is, on one
hand, the increasing of this limit quantity by ten (10) units
that we assume are always available. On the other hand,
as a business politic in this organization, such decreasing
in the quantity would have to be interpreted that the corre-
sponding product is largely sold; as a result it proposes to
increase its unit price by certain percent (for instance #h�%$ ).
This fact is modeled by the transition ALM-RS in figure 4.

3.1.2 Event algebras and its Semantics

The event algebras that we propose of composing primitive
events is mainly inspired by the message algebras proposed
by Wirsing and al. in [15], but with slight adaptation to
different rewrite rule patterns of our approach. This alge-
bras may be presented as follows; where � , & and ��� stand
respectively for choice, sequence and parallel composition.

<P1|Np:n1,Pu:u1,Qa:q1>

Sp(P,Qs) <P|Qa:Q>

.  .   .   .

Sp(Pi,Qsi)

.  .  .

True

SP

 SPL

<P|Qa:Q+Qs>

The Product Class  with Active Events

Cm(P,Qr)

Cm(Pj,Qrj)
.  .   .

CM

Q > Qr
 COM

<P|Qa:Q>

PRD

<P|Qa:Q - Qr>

<P|Qa:Q >

Q < Lmt

True

.  .    .
Chg(Pk,Unk)

else
 CHG

<P|Pu:U>

<P|Pu:U>

<P|Pu:Un>

Chg(P,Un)

.  .   .

 Alarm(Pj)

  Alarm(P)

 ALM

 ALM-RS

<P|Qa:Q, Pu : U >

Chg(P,U+ Cst)

<P|Qa:Q + 10, Pu : U>Un >=U

  vide

  Alarm(P)

PSfrag replacements

Figure 4. Example active-condition Transitions

mod CO-NETS Algebra is
protecting CO-NETS-State
op ' : Marking Marking < Marking .
op ( : Marking Marking < Marking .
op ? ? : Marking Marking < Marking .
op (�) Marking < Marking .
vars * B)= *VC�=�P B)=�PhC ;,+ J�- .
vars .)=:(!= . B =	. C =:( B =:( C = / : Place Marking .
rl 0	0�l D)(�1.=	* B�23'40El D�(,5�=	*+C62�28790�l D)(,:�= .�2<;=0El D�(!=6(>2
if 0�l D)(�1.=�*3B�2?7@0�l D)(,:�= .�2<;A0�l D)(F=6(>2CB
0El D�(,5�=�*VC628790El D�(,:�=	.�2D;=0�l D)(!=�(>2 .

rl 0El D�(�1.=	*3B�AE.F1G2H(I0El D�(,5�=	*+C AJ.�5�2D;
0El D)(,:�=	.�:�2?790El D�(�K%=	.�K,2
if 0El D)(�1.=�*3B�AJ.F1G2L;A0�l D)(,:�=�.�:�2?7M0El D)(!=�.�2
BN0�l D)(,5�= *VC AE.�5�2?7M0El D)(!=�.�2L;A0�l D)(�K%=	.�K,2 .

rl 0El D�(�1.=	*3B�AE.F1G2 ? ?O0�l D)(,5�= *VC AJ.�5�2D;
0El D)(,:�=	.�:�2?790El R D)(�K%= .�K,2
if 0El D)(�1.=�*3B�AJ.F1G2L;A0�l D)(,:�=�.�:�2
BN0�l D)(,5�= *VC AE.�5�2D;A0�l D)(,K%=	.�K,2 .

rl (�)P0�l D)(F=	* AE.�2�;
0 D)(!=�* AJ.�2Q(=(,)R0El D�(!=	* AE.�2 .

rl (�)P0�l D)(F=	* AE.�2�; P�QERTS
endm

Remark that , ? message composition operator for infi-
nite repetition can be easily adapted to be applied only a
fixed number of times. In this case it becomes:

op (,) : Nat Marking < Marking .
var n : Nat .
rl P (�) P�mU*WV�XKIP0�l D)(!= * AJ.F2Y;
0El D)(!=	* AE.�2H(I0�PWZE1G2 (�)P0�l D)(!=	* AJ.F2 .

rl [ (�)P0�l D)(!= * AE.F2�; P-Q�RTS
It worth mentioning finally that a composite action can

be either described as an appropriate equation or using ap-
propriate notations like the one introduced in [15] which
takes the form:

cntrl [composite message name] corresponding
messages expression.

Example 3.2 Assume in the product class that, for in-
stance, after each ten (10) successive command operations
(i.e. the firing of the transition

� 5 ), we increase the price
by .0001 or automatically supply the corresponding prod-
uct with twenty (20) additional units. This fact can now be
straightforwardly modeled using a sequential composition



(i.e. & ) between , ? � 4�e �)6�� (with ten time of command op-
erations) and change of the price followed by a supply of
the concerned product. More precisely, this transaction de-
noted by TRANS takes the following form:

cntrl [TRANS] � 1F[ (�)R0��I+L=��I+ 0El =�ZQ2T>�l ? onG ;�o =�lnm+;�� @�2 ;
0����	�k=
� /�-U0El =���'9S [6[6[,1���I2�2��D' 0�� l =��!j 0El =ponGI'J56[�2�2

3.2 Modeling of Timing-Constraints

Due to the founded extension of rewriting logic to timed
rewriting logic, firstly introduced in [10], and because of
our interpretation of CO-NETS semantics in this logic, is
it quite natural to deal with time-sensitive events and their
associated transitions. Without going into detail, the main
ideas in timed rewriting logic consists in associating with
each time-dependent rewrite rule a time-stamp (as an ad-
ditional label) representing the time that have to be taken
by the rule to be performed. In other words, each (time-
dependent) rewrite rule of the form ��� ��� 
 � � that takes �
unit of time2 is rather represented as ��� ��� 	� � .

Example 3.3 Assume that to optimally managing the prod-
uct prices, at the first of each month at a given time

2
there

is a reorganization of all product prices. This consists in de-
creasing the price by 5 percent of all products which have
not been sold during months; increasing the price by 1 per-
cent of all products which have been sold in less than ten
(10) days or their global sold quantity is greater than ��#O#?#
units; finally if a given product have not been sold since one
year it will be completely removed. This business politic is
captured by the transition dc*+d�� as depicted in Figure 5.
For this aim, we have first rehabilitated the command op-
eration in such a way that we can keep trace of all ordered
operations; this is achieved by introducing as a subsort3

of the command
� e 3�a ��b 7 message. That is, for ordering

a quantity of a given product a , a new message denoted� e 3'a ��b ��� 7 where � denotes the current time of the opera-
tion, as is captured by the transition

� * 5 . After each com-
mand operation there is a creation of this time-dependent
message. Second, we require that the reorganization opera-
tion have to be performed in an interval of twenty (20) min-
utes as inscribed in the right hand of the transition dc*+d�� .
Hereafter we restrict ourselves to give the corresponding
(time) rewrite rule of this transition.

��������� �!��"$#$%&��'��)(+*-,
./"�0&,�12�!3�4
4&5/��'��768�:9�'<; '7=?>
@7A 4B5/�DC�.E�
F�GHG��DC�IJ�!'��!K��
,!4
4

L MON C�P 0�Q�R M&N&S P 0�Q�TUBV
2Noting that time intervals are also possible [10].
3In this way the two sorts of messages are modeled using the same

place.

<P1|Np:n1,Pu:u1,Qa:q1>

Sp(P,Qs) <P|Qa:Q>

.  .   .   .

Sp(Pi,Qsi)

.  .  .

True

SP

 SPL

PRD

elseUn >=U

<P|Qa:Q+Qs>

<P|Pu:U>

<P|Pu:Un>

Chg(Pk,Unk)
.  .    .

 CHG

Chg(P,Un) <P|Pu:U>

Cm(P,Qr)

Cm(Pj,Qrj)
.  .   .

Q > Qr
 COM

<P|Qa:Q>

<P|Qa:Q - Qr> Cm(P,Qr, Now)

CM

.  .   .

<P|Pu:Un, Pu : U>

All(Cm(P,Q, t)

t > (Now-3 Month) t < (Now - 10 Day) /\ (sum(Q) > 1000)

.  .   .

Chg(P, U-0.05*U)

Chg(P, U+0.01*U)
Del(Pj,Qrj)

t > (Now-1 Jear )

RORG

Rorg(Pj,t1)

Del(P)

Rorg(P, 1 st Month, T)

[T+20mn, T+40mn]
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CHG

RORG

DEL

Figure 5. General form of active-condition Tran-
sitions

if
��,XWY��Z8"�[]\_^ .E"$0&,�1&4

then9�'<; '7=?> @7A 5/�DC7`a� �bC71c%&��'�� @ \edgf d�hji @ 4
4
else if��,lkm��Zn"�[]\o(-d�./"�0&,�1O4Bp_�D*-=qI_��K 4WY(-drd�d�4

then9�'<; '7=a> @7A 5E�DC7`a� �bC71s%&��'t� @vu dsf ds(ti @ 4
4
else if��,lWm��Z8"�[w\w(yx	z:{g#�4

then
6<z+G���'|4

3.3 Views and Queries in CO-NETS

Given a database composed of several components as pre-
viously described, we propose to adapt and hence perform
the following SQL-like query:

select special-form of objects from Class1,....,Classn
where conditions on attributes objects (*)

For this aim, we propose following modeling steps: First,
because this query pattern is concerned only with object
states and not with messages, we hide the message places
and all the associated transitions.Second, for receiving the
query results (i.e special-form of objects in (*)), we intro-
duce new place(s) having as sort(s) the form of such query
(usually as tuples) that we specify algebraically using the
data layer. Third, to capture the body of the query we in-
troduce an appropriate transition, having as input the (ob-
ject) places concerned by the query and as output places the
newly introduced places. We should note here, as depicted
in the left hand of Figure 6, that destroyed tokens associ-
ated with input arcs should be annotated by empty multi-
sets; which means that the involved objects in a given query
must be conserved. Finally, the use of the operator } allows
to avoid duplication of generated results.

Example 3.4 Assume we want to select identities and
names of products those unit price are greater or equal than
2500. The net associated with this simple query is depicted
in the right hand of Figure 6.



.  .    .    .
Cl Cl

Cl_Qr

<O |attrs >
φ

φ

 1  k

i1 cl1 <O |attrs    >k1 clk

CT_Q

CT_Q~ Query condition

<P1|Np:n1,Pu:u1,Qa:q1>

<Pi|Np:ni,Pu:ui,Qa:qi,Lt:li,Ht:hi>

.   .    .     .

<pk,nk,uk>

. . . . 

<P|Npr:N,Pu:U>

<P,U>
<P,U>~

U > 2500

Figure 6. Query processing schema using CO-
NETS

4 Concluding Remarks

We presented a logical semantics for modelling distributed
active object oriented databases. The conceptual model re-
ferred to as CO-NETS is conceived around an appropriate
integration of object-oriented concepts and constructions
into an algebraic high level Petri net variety. CO-NETS

semantics is expressed in (timed) rewriting logic. From
methodological guidelines, the model is constructed around
three logically related layers. The data layer specified al-
gebraically allows for describing, structuring and reasoning
about the data to be stored in the database. The heart of the
model is the object layer, where a simple database is con-
ceived as a hierarchical classes. More complex databases
can be specified by interconnecting different (database)
components through their interfaces. The transaction layer
allows, first, for composing different active events using a
simple but powerful algebras. Second, it permit for deal-
ing with time-dependent events and behaviour. Finally, we
have shown through a simplified query schema how the pro-
posed model allows for querying the database in a machine
independent way.

After this crucial step towards a satisfactory semantics
for fully distributed and active object oriented databases,
we are conscious that much work remains ahead. In this
sense we plan for nearest future to deal with a more com-
plex applications characterized as active databases, and this
in order to assessing more the proposed framework against
realistic applications. Moreover, it will also be interesting
to focus on the relation of this framework to commonly used
diagrams including Situation /Activation diagrams and Ob-
ject / Behaviour diagrams and how they can be used in front
of our model i.e. in the analysis phase.
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